Fine mapping and genetic heterogeneity in the pure form of autosomal dominant familial spastic paraplegia.
We evaluated seven families segregating pure, autosomal dominant familial spastic paraplegia (SPG) for linkage to four recently identified SPG loci on chromosomes 2q (1), 8q (2), 12q (3), and 19q (4). These families were previously shown to be unlinked to SPG loci on chromosomes 2p, 14q, and 15q. Two families demonstrated linkage to the new loci. One family (family 3) showed significant evidence for linkage to chromosome 12q, peaking at D12S1691 (maximum lod = 3.22). Haplotype analysis of family 3 did not identify any recombinants among affected individuals in the 12q candidate region. Family 5 yielded a peak lod score of 2.02 at marker D19S868 and excluded linkage to other known SPG loci. Haplotype analysis of family 5 revealed several cross-overs in affected individuals, thereby potentially narrowing the SPG12 candidate region to a 5-cM region between markers D19S868 and D19S220. Three of the families definitively excluded all four loci examined, providing evidence for further genetic heterogeneity of pure, autosomal dominant SPG. In conclusion, these data confirm the presence of SPG10 (chromosome 12), potentially reduce the minimum candidate region for SPG12 (chromosome 19q), and suggest there is at least one additional autosomal dominant SPG locus.